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Sheet D-2887
(Replaces D-2535)

Note: The price on #45 and #5545G sections will be higher on shipments to the following states: Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, Oregon, Utah,
Washington, and Wyoming.

✤  Available by special order only. Allow 60 days for delivery.
★ Towers mounted on this base must be bracketed or guyed at all times.
✦  This item is not to be used without proper design consideration.

Part No. Description Wt.
45G 10’ tower section 70
45AG 9’ top section 52

✤ 45AG1 Top Section. Mast support tube is 1-1/4” galv. pipe, threaded on top and projecting 60
12” above apex of side rails.

45AG2 Top Section. Mast support tube is 2-3/8” O.D. tubing, 36” total length, 60
extending 18” above apex of side rails.

45AG3 Top Section. Mast support tube is 2-1/4” O.D. tubing, extending 12” above apex of side rails. 60
A 2” O.D. antenna stub will fit snugly inside support tube.

45AG4 7’ top section. Upper end terminates in flat, triangular plate with 3-1/8” diameter hole in center. 52
Drilled to accept TB3 or TB4 thrust bearing.

✤ 45AG5 Top section. Mast support tube is 2-3/4” O.D. and 2-9/16” I.D. tubing, 18” total length. 60
★ 45TG 10’ tapered base section (sits on a pier pin - order pier pin separately) 90
★ 45TGIA 10’ tapered base section (for use with A4197L base insulator) 114
★ 45TGIA47 10’ tapered base section (for use with A4722B base insulator) 114
★ 45RG 10’ insulator section for 45G tower (includes 3 # 10470 post insulators) 104

45ACL 10’ anti-climb section 165
455ACL3 3 anti-climb metal sheets for attaching to tower section 120
5545G 20’ adapter section for joining 45G and 55G sections 160
45JBK Joint bolt kit 3/4
APL45G Beacon plate 17
SB45G 5’ short base section for use in concrete 35

★ PBC45G Concrete base plate (sits on pier - order pin separately) 39
★ 3/4X12PP Pier pin (for BPC45G or 45TG - one required) 1
★ BPH45G Hinged base plate for concrete 80
★ 5/8X12BB Concrete base bolt with double nuts (for BPH45G - four required) 1
★ FR45G Flat roof mount 34

AS455G Accessory shelf. Triangular plate for mounting most popular Ham rotors. Can be drilled if needed. 8
GA45GD Guy bracket assembly 23
TB45D Torque bars (for use with GA45GD guy bracket) 10

(requires 3 shackles, 3/8” maximum size - order separately)
3/8S 3/8 shackle 25/100
HBU Universal house bracket (6” to 30”) 15
HBUTVRO Universal house bracket (18” to 36”) 38
TB50 Tower bushing for 45AG top (1-1/4” I.D. x 2” O.D.) 1/2
TB75 Tower bushing for 45AG top (1-1/2” I.D. x 2” O.D.) 1/2
TB3 Heavy duty thrust bearing, recommended for 2” O.D. tubing (fits 45AG4 top section) 2-1/2
TB4 Heavy duty thrust bearing, recommended for 3” O.D. tubing (fits 45AG4 top section) 3
BPL45G Top plate with guy lugs for mounting AB, TB3 or TB4 bearing 17
SA253UA Side arm assembly, 2-1/2” to 3’ extension, with 2-1/4” support tube 28
TA45 Torque arm stabilizer assembly 56
45TDMKD Top Dish Mount (knock down) 62
DM45G2 Face dish mount w/2” (2-3/8” O.D.) 5’ long standard pipe 52
DM454 Face dish mount w/4” (4-1/2” O.D.) 5’ long standard pipe 88
WP45G Work platform 14
SR245 Safety ring 8
EF2545 Aluminum erection fixture, 12’ long (fits all models with 1-1/4” side rails) (Use only to raise one 20

10’ section or any part of a section at one time. Not intended to be used for lifting individuals)
P2545 Pole only for EF2545 12
H2545 Head only for EF2545 8

Refer to alphabetical/numerical price list for current prices.

F.O.B. Peoria, Illinois Specifications subject to change without notice.
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